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Devotees of miniature houses and small-scale furnishings will be thrilled with this superb collection

of more than 90 dollhouse projects to craft at home. A comprehensive volume on small-scale

interior design, it presents 15 authentic and carefully matched room settings, featuring a variety of

decorative styles from Shaker to Victorian. Each period interior is faithfully recreated in 1/12th scale,

down to the tiniest detail. Hundreds of tips ensure that crafts enthusiasts will create splendid

miniature furniture, decorative elements, and accessories, just right for decorating the most stylish

and historically accurate dollhouses.
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Kath Dalmeny has contributed numerous articles to art and craft magazines, including Creative

Ideas and Art Course. She is also the author of Dolls' House Details. Kath enjoys applying her craft

skills to the world of dolls and dolls' houses, working in polymer clay, wood, fabric, paper and card,

and delights in inspiring others. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Love this book. Gave me a lot of ideas for my miniature house.

This book has a lot of projects that I like and will do. Sometimes the directions are a little vague.

There is a lot of projects packed into this little book. I am glad I purchased this book.



This book is fantastic. It shows so many things both small and large to make for your dollhouse or

doll store. There is a complete American diner with jukebox,, bar, booth and many more.

Very ionformative book, with good tips on How-to. Very nicely illustrated and the instructions are

clear. Have found tips not found elsewhere. Contains a list of suppliers. I reccomend this book to all

do-it-you-selfers!

Nice photographs.

This book is great for those who like to make special items for their dolls house and also explains

the various styles of the period

Fast, exactly as described

I have a home library, which has a section devoted to dollhouse miniatures. I enjoy looking through

the colorful ones over and over. The older ones or instruction ones I keep for reference. I tend to

purchase only those books that are worthwhile for reference, or to browse through over and over for

inspiration an enjoyment. At a 144pages, this colorful book is a step-by-step illustrated guide to

making ninety (90) authentic miniatures in fifteen (15) styles including a Tudor Banqueting Hall,

17th-Century Lying-in Room, 18th-Century Merchant's silver Room, Colonial Dining Room,

Chimoiserie Sitting Room, Shaker Work Room, a small town store, american settler's Parlor,

Victorian Dining Room, old curiosity shop, Frank Lloyd wright Sitting Room, 1920s Living room,

American Diner, 1960s country Kitchen, and Modern Apartment. Each chapter includes the

overview for that room, then includes step by step instructions on how to make furniture and

accessories for that period room. The final page(s) of each chapter includes a full color two-page

overview of the finished room. Learn how to make a fireplace, a door, a sofa, leaded windows, and

more. There is even a four page section at the end of the book called the Doll Gallery that includes

details and small color photos that shows what each period doll looks like and information about the

period they inhabit. This is another book I intend to keep and browse over it again from time to time

for sheer enjoyment. All in all, if you are a miniaturist enthusiast or enjoy reading about them, this is

a worthwhile purchase. You can't go wrong with this one.
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